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August 16th, 2021  

 
Taper Tango… 

You wouldn’t know it by just looking at the S&P 500 making new all-time highs almost on a daily basis as 

of late, but the broader equity market and economy have been fizzling out for a couple months now.  Take 

today, for example: 

 

• The S&P 500 closed higher on the day and at an all-time high. 

• The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed higher on the day and at an all-time high. 

• The Nasdaq closed in the red, but at its highest level of the day, and just below its all-time high. 

• The Russell 2000 closed in the red, but closed near its high of the day. 

 

On the day, 83 stocks were up +4% or more vs. 604 stocks that were down -4% or more (that’s almost an 8:1 

ratio of 4% losers vs. 4% gainers) and 1,581 stocks closed up from the open vs. 2,288 that closed down from 

the open (here we have a ratio of almost 1.5 stocks falling relative to stocks gaining) – yet the Large Cap 

indices barely flinched while the higher beta, reflation / reopening theme and the Small Cap space all got 

bruised. 

 

Below is a chart of the NYSE Composite, which is an index comprised of over 2,000 stocks across the 

market cap spectrum, in which you can see the churning that has been taking place within the broader equity 

market given it is less than 2% above where it was trading in early March (data is February 2021 to Present):   
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The equity market has without a doubt taken on more of a risk-off tone lately with defensive sectors leading 

this latest advance: Big Tech, Utilities, REIT’s, Consumer Staples, and Healthcare.  Financials, Energy, 

Consumer Discretionary, Industrials, and Transports – call it a large contingent of the reflation / reopening 

trade – have all been trading sideways or trading down since the spring.   

 

It’s the Small Cap space (you know, that market cap segment most closely correlated with the domestic 

economy…) that has really been under pressure, having declined nearly 7% since its March 15th peak.  And 

don’t look now, but high yield spreads have now risen by 42 basis points over the past month.  The Small 

Cap underperformance and recent widening in high yield spreads are more emblematic of what is happening 

in the real economy than is being represented by the Large Cap / Tech-heavy weighted S&P 500.   

 

For starters, society is facing another challenging episode of the Covid pandemic where plenty of societal 

fatigue and frustration is setting in, but neither of those emotions do much good in conquering and moving us 

beyond this era of history.  The Delta variant is spreading rapidly throughout the U.S. with case counts and 

hospitalizations rising back up to February levels, and this is occurring with 62% of the U.S. population 

either vaccinated or previously infected (see chart below from Fidelity’s Jurrien Timmer).       

 

Several models that I follow (that have had a pretty good track record of forecasting the ebbs and flows of 

this pandemic going back to last spring) are suggesting that we will see case counts in this Delta wave peak 

by the end of August.  If correct, this will be a welcome development for all of us, but as we’ve come to 

learn about this Covid virus, it is very resourceful in finding mutations that can allow it to stay alive, and 

already we’re just starting to learn about a Lambda strain that is beginning to spread.   

 

In the meantime, this Delta wave has had an impact on economic activity, as well as business and consumer 

sentiment.   I’ll get to the U.S. data in a moment, but let me first start with the Chinese economic data 

released last night, where it was a trifecta of downside misses: retail sales decelerated again in July to +8.5% 

from +12.1% in June, industrial production slowed to +6.4% from +8.3% the month prior, and fixed asset 

investment moderated to +10.3% from +12.6%.  All were below consensus expectations as well.   
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As I said, I’ll get to the U.S. data in a moment, but just to be clear, we are talking about the two largest 

economies in the world (The USA and China) both slowing down at the same time, which is undoubtedly 

creating ripple effects around the globe.  In the U.S., already we’ve received a litany of economic releases 

for the month of July showing a growth slowdown is underway, and this week’s upcoming retail sales report 

is setting up to be yet another confirmation of this reality.  We already know that auto sales in unit terms fell 

4.5% in July, chain store sales activity (from the Johnson Redbook) slid 1.9% month-over-month, and just 

last week we got the Chicago Fed’s “Weekly Index of Retail Trade” showing a dip of 0.1%.  If the retail 

sales print follows the lead of these reports, then we will be looking at four out of the last five months with 

flat or negative readings in ‘real’ retail sales.  Why such a streak grabs my attention is because it is typically 

associated with recessionary episodes in the economy.   

 

No, no, I’m not making a recessionary call, but with inflation readings coming in above +5.0% for the past 

two months, it is concealing what is going on in the ‘real’ data where unit volumes are flatlining or declining, 

but price rises (inflation) are making the nominal numbers look solid.  For sure, the July employment report 

was a welcomed sign to see the labor market continue its recovery, but when you consider that we still have 

nearly 12 million people collecting some form of unemployment benefit, we have to be realistic when talking 

about just how strong it is.  Last week’s preliminary release of the University of Michigan consumer 

sentiment survey crashing to 70.2 in August from 81.2 in July was a good gut check for just how fragile this 

recovery remains.  This was the steepest decline since April 2020 (right in the heat of the pandemic) and 

August’s reading even undercut the April 2020 trough.  I’ll save you the pain of going through the numbers, 

as the entire report can be summarized with one word: ‘weakness’, across the board.     

 

One area that has stood out for several months now and is worth pointing out is the sentiment around 

conditions for buying houses, which has fallen off a cliff in recent months. Have a look below at the trend in 

this index reading and judge for yourself whether or not this suggests to you a pick-up in activity is in the 

cards: 

 

• December: 134 

• January: 126 

• February: 125 

• March: 127 

• April: 114 

• May: 90 

• June: 74 

•  July: 66 

• August: 61 

 

Nearly 70% of respondents say that now is a “bad time to buy”, which is the highest level recorded since 

August of 1982.  Even during the depths of the pandemic last April, this level remained below 50%.  It looks 

as though there is a price point at which buyers just back away, and perhaps we have reached that level (it’s 

likely we have even exceeded it…) with the latest Case-Shiller home price index increasing 17% year-over-

year as of the May data.  Within this sentiment survey we are witnessing the same thing playing out for 

vehicle buying conditions: a 66% share are saying that now is a bad time to buy, which is an all-time high 

that took out the previous peak of 61% reached in May of 1981.  This is now three months in a row where 

the trend in this data series has been moving in a certain direction and at a pace where one can make a 

rational argument that prices have started to kill off demand – not exactly what we want to see at such an 

early stage of an economic recovery, especially a recovery that still remains very fragile when the stimulus 

fire hose spigot has been turned off.   
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Speaking of the stimulus fire hose, consumer demand (on the whole) is looking to take a dramatic step back 

with the withdrawal of extended unemployment benefits coming in just a little over two weeks’ time on 

September 5th, with no more fiscal juice left in the tank as of now.  Look, it’s not going out on a limb to 

surmise that a lot of future spending was pulled forward through the tsunami of stimulus that was handed out 

over the past 18 months, and without a robust and persistent recovery in the labor market, global growth is 

going to be a lot less vigorous now that these checks are in the rear-view mirror.  This is perhaps one of the 

strongest arguments in support of the Fed’s ‘transitory’ description of the current inflation spike, whereby 

demand destruction will quickly align with a healing in supply chain bottlenecks.  Don’t get me wrong, as I 

still expect inflation to be sticky to the upside over the longer-term, but I do think there is a distinct 

possibility of episodic bouts of deflation.   

 

Which brings me to global liquidity, as measured by global M2, which has slowed materially in recent 

months.  Global M2 (liquidity) peaked in February at +20.1% on a year-over-year basis, and this has been 

the trend ever since (chart compliments of David Rosenberg): 

 

• March +18.2% 

• April +17.3% 

• May +17.5% 

• June +14.4% 

• July +11.9% 
 

 

In other words, the growth rate in global M2 has been nearly cut in half over the past six months.  Numerous 

central banks around the world have tightened monetary policy for some reason or another: Russia, Turkey, 

Brazil, Mexico, and Hungary, to name a few.  Not to mention China, while making a token cut to its reserve 

requirement ratio, continues down the path of regulation and reigning in credit excesses.  On top of that, we 

have the Bank of England, Royal Bank of Australia, and New Zealand’s central bank all signaling tighter 

policy is on the horizon.  Yes, global liquidity is still growing, but capital markets react to the marginal 

changes and the differentiated returns among various asset classes over the past six months: yields peaking 

and rolling over, bond prices rallying, Large Caps outperforming Small Caps, developed markets 

outperforming emerging markets, defensives beating cyclicals, flight to safety in Mega Cap Tech, quality 

balance sheets over long-duration growth, and high yield underperforming Treasury bonds…this is all 

consistent with the liquidity spigots being slowly turned off.   
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This is a very interesting and complicated setup for the Fed in that we have inflation readings pushing well 

above the Fed’s objective and pressuring the Fed to get started with the removal of monetary support.  Just in 

the past week we’ve had several more Fed officials add their names to the ‘taper’ asset purchases list: 

George (Kansas City), Daly (San Francisco), Rosengren (Boston), Evans (Chicago), Bullard (St. Louis), 

Kaplan (Texas), Bostic (Atlanta), and Barkin (Richmond).  Fed Chair Powell is set to deliver a speech in 

about two weeks in Jackson Hole, and he will ultimately have the final say, but perhaps his colleagues have 

been setting the table for him over the past several weeks.  This tapering is set to coincide with a global 

recovery whose best days are behind it with growth and momentum rolling over, not to mention a 

reemergence of Covid that has mobility and activity levels thwarting the recovery.   

 

What was that John Lennon saying…oh yeah: “Life is what happens to you while you’re busy making other 

plans.”  I do expect the taper debate to get a lot of attention and press over the next several months, but I 

don’t expect the Fed to get too far down the road of tapering, if they even get started to begin with.  After all, 

the Fed and policy makers have way too much invested over the past eighteen months of nursing this 

recovery along to let it collapse now.  My guess is if they do get forced into tapering and tightening policy at 

the margin, that they will be making a policy mistake to which the markets will swiftly and violently react, 

thereby forcing them to reverse course and perhaps add even more stimulus on the other side.  Time will tell, 

but now is the time to mentally prepare yourself and your capital for a bumpy ride, so that you don’t make 

emotionally driven mistakes in the heat of the moment.  

 

The following chart is at the heart of how I think about markets on a longer-term basis, given where we are 

in terms of being able to get ourselves out of this post-GFC hangover that the U.S. has been dealing with.  

Demographics and population growth are slowing, technology disruption is swift and relentless, and every 

measure of debt you can imagine is at or near all-time highs.   History has shown there to be three ways to 

get yourself out of this situation: grow your way out (best possible solution, but unlikely), default (makes 

everyone worse off as every liability is someone else’s asset), or inflate your way out of it.  It seems as 

though more and more policy decisions are being made around the ‘inflate our way out of it’ pathway as the 

most politically palatable solution.  If that’s the case, then negative real rates are going to be a necessity for 

policy makers to implement for some time to come.  As of this moment, the gap between 10-year Treasury 

yields (1.34%) and U.S. core-CPI (4.3%) is roughly -3%, the highest since 1980.  Take a look at the chart 

below from Deutsche Bank and you can see that this gap has only been more negative for 10 months in the 

last 70 years, all of which were in either 1974, 1975, or 1980.      
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Luke Gromen, who has been on this theme well before most other analysts, posted the following tweet last 

week with poignant comments, and an even longer time series of real yields going back to the 1700’s:    
 

 

Below is an excerpt from his latest research report that has a little more depth and thought than the tweet 

above: 

 

“COVID has negatively impacted US finances in a manner similar to a major war. During the last 

three major wars the US fought in (World War II, World War I, and the Civil War), US real rates fell 

to -15%. Our base case is that even if the Delta variant is a non-issue, US real rates will need to head 

toward that -15% level to help the US’s debt stay sustainable. If Delta variant is NOT a non-issue, it 

would likely suggest a need for US real rates to fall toward that -15% level even faster. This would 

likely be really good for gold, BTC, US big tech, and commodities, and bad for the USD.” 

This is one of several reasons why there seems to be an insatiable bid to U.S. equities and real assets in 

general.  Equity ownership is a claim on real assets, and while equities don’t universally benefit from 

financial repression (inflation running higher than nominal interest rates – a.k.a., negative real rates) they 

provide a much better bet than negative yielding bonds and cash.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 


